
CHAPTER V 

 

SINGLE LINE 

 

TOKENLESS BLOCK INSTRUMENTS 

 

5.1     Type of Tokenless Block Instruments in use.- The under mentioned Tokenless 

Block Instruments are in use on section of single line of this Railway. 

 
(i) Daido’s Handle Type Tokenless Block Instrument (FM) 

(ii) Push Button Type Tokenless Block Instrument 

 
5.2    Authority to Proceed (G.R. 14.08). 

(i) When the Block instruments show ‘Train Going To’ indication, the electric 

lock on the Last Stop Signal is released and it is possible to take ‘OFF’ the 

Last Stop Signal, which constitutes the “Authority to Proceed” to enter the 

Block Section. 

 
(ii) “During the failure/suspension of Block instrument” the Paper Line Clear 

Ticket shall be issued as “Authority to Proceed”. 



 

 

 

 

 

5.3 (I) Figure of layout of Single Line Station with “B” Class working in Two aspect and 

Multiple Aspect (Tokenless) Signalling Terriotories (Page 44) 
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5.3 (ii) Daido’s Handle Type Tokenless Block Instrument (FM)
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5.3 (ii) Daido’s Handle Type Tokenless Block Instrument (FM) 
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5.3 (iii) Push Button Type Tokenless Block Instrument 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FRONT PANEL OF TOKENLESS PTJ TYPE 

PUSHBUTTON INSTRUMENT 
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 5.4    Description of Daido’s Handle Type Tokenless Block Instrument : 

(i) Figure No 5.3(ii) shows that a pair of Block Instruments are provided at two 

consecutive Block Stations, ‘X’ and ‘Y’ on the Single Line, to control trains 

entering the Block Section in both Up and Down directions. These Instruments 

are electrically connected with each other. The parts and functions of the 

Block Instruments are described below. 

(a) Push Button - 1. 

(b) Push Button - 2. 

(c) Galvanometer. 

(d) Single Stroke Bell or Gong. 

(e) Block Handle 

(f) Buzzer 1. 

(g) Buzzer 2. 

(h) ‘Train On Line’ Indicator. 

(i) ‘Time Release’ Indicator. 

(j) Cancellation Switch S-1 and its Counter. 

(k) Cancellation Switch S-2 and its Counter. 

(l) Shunt Key. 

(m) Station Master’s Key. 

(n) Telephone. 

(o) SNR indicator 

(p) Indoor Apparatus. 

(q) Outdoor Apparatus. 

(a) Push Button - 1 : (PB – 1) This is used to transmit Code on Bell signals. 

(b) Push Button - 2 : (PB – 2) This shall be pressed along with PB -1 by the 

Station Master at the other end to enable to turn the Block Instument Handle 

from one position to other position. 

(c) Galvanometer : Consists of a needle housed in a glass fronted case, the 

deflection of the needle indicates the flow of outgoing and incoming currents. 

Note:- There will be no deflection if both the Stations press the Push Button 

PB - 1 simultaneously. 

(d) Single stroke Bell or Gong: 

The Bell or Gong responds to the signals given by the station at the other end 

of the block section. At stations where more than one instrument is provided, 

different Bells or Gongs (with distinctive sounds) are fitted to identify the 

individual instrument whose Bell or Gong rings. 
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(e) Block Handle:- This has three positions as under— 

(1) “Line Closed” position with the Handle vertical and the arrow pointing 

upwards. 

(2) The ‘Train Coming From’ position with the handle horizontal and the 

arrow pointing to the right. The Handle is turned to this position when 

‘Line Clear’ is given to the Station in rear for a train 

(3) The ‘Train Going To’ position with the Handle horizontal and the 

arrow pointing to the left. The Handle is turned to this position 

whenever Line Clear is taken for a train that has to enter the Block 

Section in advance. 

Note:(a) The Block handle shall always be left in proper released condition in the 

‘Line Closed’ or ‘Train Going to’ or ‘Train Coming From’ position. Leaving the 

handle in improperly released position may affect bell code transmission 

and other block operation. 

(b) The Block Handle is normally locked in the vertical i.e., ‘Line Closed’ Position, 

with the arrow pointing upwards. When it is released it is possible to turn to 

‘Train Coming From’ or ‘Train Going To’ position as the case may be, when 

a prolonged beat along with necessary Bell Code is received from the station 

at the other end. The handle so turned will remain locked in that position 

until a prolonged beat along with necessary Bell Code is again received from 

the station at the other end after the relevant sequence of operation concerning 

either the train movement or cancellation of ‘Line Clear’ is completed. 

(f) Buzzer 1.This provides an audible alarm at both the stations when the 

train enters the block section. This alarm will cease only when ‘Train 

Entering Block Section’ signal is acknowledged by the Station receiving 

the train. At the train despatching station, the buzzer will sound continuously 

and at the train receiving station intermittently, till acknowledged by the 

Station Master at the receiving station by pressing the Push Button -1 (PB 

- 1). 

(g) Buzzer 2. This provides an audible alarm at the station receiving the train 

when the whole of the train passes within the Home signal. This alarm 

ceases when the Station Master’s Control slide for the Home signal lever/ 

knob/control is put back to normal. 

(h)‘Train On Line’ Indicator. Normally this window shows white. It is 

operated automatically when the train enters the Block Section and then 

changes over to show ‘Train On Line’ on red background. This ‘Train On 

Line indication changes back to white only when the Block Handle is 

restored to normal. 
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(i)‘Time Release’ Indicator : This is an indicator, which is displayed when 

the time element relay is operated after two minutes and the cancellation 

of ‘Line Clear’ is made possible. Normally, this shows ‘Locked’ on white 

background. When operated it changes over to `Free’ on a green 

background. 

 
(j) Cancellation Switch S-1 : This switch is operated for cancellation of 

Line Clear obtained when the train has not left the station. The operation 

of this switch is recorded progressively on the Counter. 

 
(k) Switch S-2 : This switch is operated for receiving the train on Reception 

signals in the event of its returning back to the station from where it started. 

Every time when it is operated the counter register the next higher number. 

 
(l) Shunt key : 

(1) This is given as shunting authority to Loco Pilot of a shunting train 

when shunting is to be carried out beyond the Last Stop Signal and up 

to the opposing First Stop Signal. 

(2) This key can be removed when the operating handle is in ‘Line closed’ 

position or “Train Going To” with Train On Line position and it can not 

be removed when the instrument is in “Train Coming From” or “Train 

Coming From” with Train On line position. 

(3) It shall be removed and kept under personal custody whenever the 

block instrument is suspended other than the “Train Coming From” 

position. 

(4) When extracted locks the Handle in that position, thus making it 

impossible to operate the Block Handle. However, the telephone 

communication is maintained. 

 
(m) Station Master’s key : Extraction of this key prevents unauthorised 

operation of the instrument during the absence of the Station Master. 

However, this does not prevent receipt of incoming bells and 

communication on telephone. This key should be kept in the personal 

custody of the Station Master when it is not required to operate the 

instrument. 

 
(n) Telephone. A telephone is provided in conjunction with each instrument 

for communication with the Station Master at the other end of the Block 

Section. 
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(o) SNR’ Indicator : This is a white light indication to verify if all relevant 

Controls, Levers, Signals etc., of the First Stop Signal or Last stop signal 

are normal. Once shunt key is extracted from the Block Instrument the 

SNR indication disappears. 

 
(p) Indoor Apparatus : An electric control is provided on the Last Stop 

Signal Lever which is released only when ‘Line Clear’ has been received 

from the Station at the other end of the Block Section. 

 
(q) Outdoor Apparatus: 

The Outdoor apparatus is installed as under - 

(1) First Vehicle Track Circuit : This is fixed slightly in advance of the 

Last Stop Signal. As soon as the engine or the first vehicle of a train 

going from ‘X’ to ‘Y’ passes over this Track circuit the Last Stop 

Signal is automatically replaced to ‘ON’ and the ‘Train On Line’ 

indication appears automatically on the instruments at stations ‘X’ 

and ‘Y’. The buzzer at both stations will give an alarm and will 

continue until the ‘Train Entering Block Section’ signal is 

acknowledged by the Station ‘Y’. 

(2) Electrical Signal Reverser(Mechanical Interlocking) : This is 

actuated by the First Vehicle Track Circuit and replaces the Last Stop 

signal at ‘X’ to ‘ON immediately by the engine or the first vehicle of 

the train going to “Y” passes over the First Vehicle Track Circuit. 

(3) Last Vehicle Track Circuit : This is provided near the foot of the 

Home signal at stations provided with two aspect signalling or beyond 

the Home signal at stations equipped with Multiple aspect signalling 

as shown in Figures 5.3 (i) and 5.3 (ii) When the last vehicle of a train 

passes over this Track Circuit, the buzzer will give alarm at ‘Y’ and 

will continue to do so until ‘Y’ replaces the Home signal lever/knob/ 

slide to normal position. 

 

 5.5     Testing before taking over charge: 

 
(i) The station master shall arrange to take “OFF” the Last Stop Signal without 

setting the instrument to “Train Going To’ condition. If this is possible block 

working shall be suspended. He shall make an entry in the Train Signal Register 

for having tested the instrument. 
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(ii) The Station Master shall test the Operating Handle by turning it to any other 

position without the co-operation of the Station Master at the other end. It 

shall not be turned to other position. 

 

5.6    Precautions before asking ‘Is Line Clear’ :- 

(iii) Before Station Master ‘X’ asks Station Master ‘Y’ for Line Clear, he shall 

examine his Train Signal Register, in order to ascertain that:- 

(a) The “Train Out of Block Section” or “Obstruction Removed” signal has 

been received and entered in his Train Signal Register for the previous 

train that has passed over the ‘X’ – ‘Y’ block section and also that the 

block section is clear. 

(b) Line Clear has not been obtained from /given to Station Master ‘Y’ for 

any other train and by any other means. 

(iv) The Operating Handle is in the “Line Closed” position. 

(v) A Private Number has been obtained for the train 

(vi) The Shunt key and Switches S-1 and S-2 are in their normal position. 

(vii) Availability of SNR indication . 

 
5.7     Precaution before giving ‘line clear’: 

 

(i) Before ‘Y’ gives line clear to ‘X’ he shall examine his train Signal Register 

in order to ascertain that:- 

1. The ‘Train Out of Block Section’ or ‘ Obstruction 

Removed’ signal has been received and entered in his 

Train Signal Register for the previous train that has passed 

over the ‘X’- ‘Y’ block section and also that the block 

section is clear. 

2. Line Clear has not been given to/obtained from ‘X’ for 

any other train and by any other means. 

(ii) A Private Number has been given for the train 

(iii) The Operating Handle shall be in the Line Closed position 

(iv) The Shunt key and Switches S-1 and S-2 are in their normal position 

(v) availability of SNR indication . 
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5.8         ‘Train Entering Block Section’ Signal. 

 
(a) On the departure of a train from a block station the “Train Entering Block 

Section” signal shall be sent to the block station in advance, and be duly 

acknowledged. 

(b) When so acknowledged the Block Section shall be deemed to be blocked 

against any other train. 

(c) “Train Entering Block Section” signal shall also be given. ‘Train On Line’ 

indication appearing automatically on the Block Instrument along with the 

audible warning bell. 

Note:Immediately the train passes the Last Stop Signal at ‘X’ and enters the ‘X’- ‘Y’ 

block section, the First Vehicle Track Circuit is operated. This brings about the 

‘Train on Line’indication at both the stations and also buzzers at both the stations 

‘X’and ‘Y’ operate until ‘Y’acknowledge the ‘Train Entering Block Section’signal by 

pressing PB-1. 

 

5.9       Condition for closing the block section (GR 14.10. ) 

 
(i) When the Block Section has been cleared by the arrival of the train or by the 

removal of the cause of blocking, the block section shall be closed by the 

Block Station in advance by giving the prescribed bell code signal. 

(ii) Before such signal is given, the Station Master shall satisfy himself that :- 

(a) The train has arrived complete, or the cause of the blocking the section 

has been removed 

(b) The condition under which Line Clear can be given are complied with. 

(c) All the reception signals have been put back to ‘ON’. 

(d) After the passage of whole train has passed inside Last Vehicle Track 

Circuit at ‘Y’, the train arrival buzzer will sound. The replacement of 

Home signal lever/knob/slide will stop the buzzer sound. Transmit the 

“Train out of Block Section” signal and co operate by pressing PB 1 and 

PB 2 buttons to operate Block Handle at ‘X’ first and with similar co 

operation from ‘X’, the Block Handle is turned to ‘Line Closed’ position 

at ‘Y’. 

(e) Availability of SNR indication . 
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5.10 (a) Signalling a Train from one Block Station to another Block Station : 
 

Sending Station X Receiving Station Y 

(1) Block handle in ‘Line Closed’ 

position. All relevant signals and 

signal levers in normal position 

and SNR indication is available. 

(2) Block handles in ‘Line Closed’ position. 

All relevant signals and signal levers 

in normal position and SNR indication 

is available. 

(3) Insert Station Master’s key and 

turn. 

 

(4) Give ‘Call Attention’ Signal and 

on getting acknowledgement, 

attend Telephone, give out the 

station name and ascertain the 

name of the Station which 

acknowledges the ‘Call Attention’ 

Signal. 

(5) Insert Station Master’s key and 

acknowledge, attend Telephone, and 

call out the Station Name. 

(6) After ensuring the correctness of 

the Station from which ‘Line 

Clear’ is required, give train 

number and description of the 

train for which ‘Line Clear’ is 

required. 

(7) After ensuring the correctness of the 

Station to which ‘Line clear’ is to be 

given,repeat the number and description 

of the train and if line is clear and 

conditions for granting ‘Line clear’ 

are complied with give Private Number. 

(8) Repeat the Private Number.  

(9) Give Call Attention’ Signal. (10)Acknowledge the ‘Call Attention’ 

signal. 

(11) Give ‘Is Line Clear’ signal by 

pressing button PB -1 and keep 

PB- 2 button also pressed for 5 

seconds on the last beat. The 

Galvanometer needle shows a 

flick indicating that the handle 

at the other station has been 

turned. Release PB1 and PB 2 

(12) (i) While X gives the prolonged beat, 

turn the Block Handle to ‘Train 

coming From’ and acknowledge ‘Is 

Line Clear’ signal by pressing button 

PB-1and keep PB - 2 button also 

pressed for 5 seconds on the last beat. 
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. 

(ii) The Galvanometer needle 

shows a flick indicating that the handle 

at the other station has been turned. 

Release PB1 and PB 2. 

(13)(i) While Y is giving the 

prolonged beat, turn the 

operating Block handle, to 

(ii)Take ‘OFF’ Train Going To’ 

position. Last Stop signal. 

(iii) On the Train entering the 

Block Section, the Last Stop 

signal is automatically replaced to 

‘ON’ position. 

(iv) ‘Train On Line’ indication 

appears automatically and the 

Buzzer/Bell starts sounding. 

(v) Replace Last Stop signal lever 

/knob to normal. 

(14) ‘Train On Line’ indication appears 

automatically and the Buzzer /Bell 

starts sounding stop the buzzer by 

pressing PB-1. 

(15) Buzzer/bell stops and give ‘Train 

Entering Block Section’ signal 

(16)Acknowledge ‘Train Entering Block 

Section signal by pressing PB 1 for 5 

seconds. Buzzer/ Bell Stops. 

 (17) (i) Take ‘OFF’ Reception signals. 

(ii) When the Train passes Home Signal 

the Home ‘signal is automatically 

replaced to ‘ON’ position. 

(iii) As the Last Vehicle Passes the Last 

VehicleTrack circuit the Buzzer / Bell 

starts sounding. 

(iv) Replace the Home Signal lever/ 

knob/ slide control and the Buzzer/Bell 

Stops. 

Note: Though Home Signal may go 

automatically to ‘ON’ by passage of 

the train ‘Home signal lever/knob shall 

not be put back to normal, unless the 
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 whole of the   train has arrived 

inside the Home Signal. Failure to 

adhere to this will result in Block 

failure and the train arrival Buzzer 

will not sound under such 

circumstances. 

 (18) After ensuring that the train has arrived 

complete give ‘Call Attention’ Signal. 

(19) Acknowledge “Call Attention” 

Signal 

(20) Give ‘Train Out of Block section signal 

by pressing PB1 and press it along with 

PB - 2 Buttons prolonging the last beat 

for 5 seconds. 

(21) Turn Block handle to line closed 

position and acknowledge “Train 

out of Block Section” signal by 

pressing PB1 and press it along 

with PB - 2 Buttons prolonging 

the last beat for 5 seconds. 

(22) Turn the Block Handle to Line 

Closed position 

 

Note:(i) Similar procedure is repeated when despatching a train from Station ‘Y’ to 

Station ‘X’. 

 

(ii) Before the Block Handle is operated it should be ensured that the ‘last 

Vehicle Track Circuit’ of the concerned Block Section are clear of any 

vehicles. 
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(B)(1) To Cancel a ‘Line Clear’ before the train enters the Block Section : 

 

Sending Station X Receiving Station Y 

(1) Block handle at ‘Train going to’ 

position all relevant signals and 

signal levers and Station Master’s 

slide for the Last Stop Signal 

concerned in normal position and 

SNR indication is available 

(2) Block handle at ‘Train coming from’ 

position and all relevant signals and 

signal levers in normal position and 

SNR indication is available. 

(3) Give “Call Attention” signal to 

Station “Y” and take his consent 

on Telephone giving a Private 

Number 

(4) Give consent and repeat the Private 

Number. 

5) (i) Turn cancellation switch S-1 

for cancellation. 

(ii) Counter register next higher 

number. 

( iii) Wait until time release 

indicator operates. 

 

(6) Send ‘Call Attention’ signal (7) Acknowledge ‘Call Attention’ signal 

(8) Restore cancellation switch to 

normal and send ‘Cancel Last 

Signal’ while sending ‘Cancel 

Last Signal’ keep PB - 1 and 

PB - 2 buttons also pressed for 5 

seconds on the last beat. Release 

the button PB 1 and PB 2 when 

the Galvanometer needle gives a 

click in its deflected position 

indicating that the Block handle at 

Station ‘Y’ has been turned. 

(9) Turn the Block handle to “Line Closed” 

position. Acknowledge Cancel Last 

Signal and keep PB 1, PB 2 buttons also 

pressed for 5 seconds on the last beat. 

10) Turn the block handle to line 

closed position. 
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(2) Closing of Block Section after the train returns back to the despatching Station 

: 

 

Sending Station X Receiving Station Y 

1. Block handle at ‘Train Going to’ 

position. 

2. Block handles at ‘Train coming From’ 

position. 

3. Give ‘Call attention’ Signal to 

station ‘Y’ on telephone and 

inform intention to cancel Line 

Clear after pushing back of train 

and take his consent by giving a 

Private Number. 

4. Give consent and repeat the Private 

Number. 

5. (i) Turn Switch S-2. Counter 

registers next higher Number. 

(ii) Take ‘OFF’ the Reception 

signals. 

(iii) Train passes Home signal 

which replaces to ‘ON’ auto 

matically 

(iv) The Last Vehicle passes the 

Last Vehicle Track Circuit, the 

Buzzer starts sounding 

(v) Replace the Home Signal 

lever / knob/ slide control and 

the Buzzer / Bell Stops. 

 

6. (i) On complete arrival of the train 

and provided the conditions laid 

down in G.R. 14.10 are complied 

with, 

(ii) Operate S-2 to normal position. 

(iii) Send ‘cancellation’ signal 

through PB - 1 and pressing 

together with PB-2 on the last 

beat for 5 seconds. 

7. Turn Block Handle to ‘Line Closed’ 

position. 
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 8. Acknowledge ‘cancellation’ signal 

through PB - 1 and pressing together 

with PB-2 on the last beat for 5 seconds. 

9. Turn the Block Handle to ‘Line 

Closed’position. 

 

(c) Shunting Between Last Stop Signal and Opposing First Stop Signal. 

Shunt key together with T/806 is the authority to shunt from LSS up to the opposing 

first stop signal. 

Sending Station X Receiving Station Y 

1. Block instrument in ‘Line Closed’ 

‘Train Going To’ with ‘Train On 

Line’ Condition. 

2. Block instrument is in ‘Train Coming 

From’ with ‘Train On Line’ condition. 

3. (a) Insert Station Master’s key 

and turn. 

(b) Give ‘Call Attention’ signal to 

Station‘Y’ and obtain his consent 

on Telephone. 

4. (a) Insert Station Master’s key and turn 

(b) Acknowledge ‘Call Attention’ and 

Give consent on telephone. 

5. (a) Take out the Shunt key from 

the Block Instrument. Take out 

Station Master’s key. 

(b) Hand over Shunt key and T/ 

806 to Loco Pilot. 

(c) Loco Pilot completes shunting 

and returns shunt-key to Station 

Master. 

(d) Insert Station Master’s key 

and turn, restore the ‘Shunt Key’ 

in the Instrument properly. 

(e) Inform the Station Master at 

‘Y’ on block Telephone. 

 

 6. Acknowledge on block telephone. 

Note: (1) In case of block instrument failure/ suspension or unable to extract the 

shunt key procedure laid down under SR 8.15 (i) shall be adhered to. 

(2) Shunt key can be extracted when the instrument in TGT/TOL condition. 
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(d) Procedure for testing the block instrument 
 

Authorised S & T official at ‘X’ Station Master ‘Y’ 

(1) Insert Station Master Key and 

give testing signal by pressing 

PB – 1 ( 16 bell beats). 

2) Insert Station master key and 

acknowledge (testing signal by pressing 

PB – 1. (16 bell beats). 

(3) Give ‘Is Line Clear’ signal 

prolonging the last beat by 

pressing PB –1 and PB – 2. 

(4) Watch the needle deflection in the 

galvanometer and operate the handle 

to TCF position and acknowledge ‘Is 

Line Clear’ prolonging the last beat by 

pressing PB – 1 and PB - 2. 

(5) (a) Watch the needle deflection in 

the galvanometer and operate the 

handle to TGT position. 

(b) Test the Last Stop Signal. 

(6) Watch the deflection of the 

galvanometer needle and release 

PB – 1 and PB – 2. 

(7) Turn the S1 knob to reverse and 

wait for 120/90 seconds as the 

case may be. After appearing free 

indication normalize S-1 knob and 

give the cancellation signal 

prolonging the last beat by 

pressing PB – 1 and PB - 2. 

(8) While receiving the prolonged beat 

watch the deflection on the 

galvanometer needle turn the Operating 

Handle to the ‘Line Closed’ position 

and acknowledge the cancellation 

signal prolonging the last beat by 

pressing PB – 1 and PB - 2. 

(9) Watch the deflection of the 

galvanometer needle and turn the 

operating handle to ‘Line Closed’ 

position. 
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(a) The operation shall be repeated in the reverse direction, the Station Master at 

‘Y’ commencing with the testing signal and the S&T department official 

acknowledging and then the instrument shall be locked at both ends. 

(b) The authorized S&T department official at ‘X’ and the Station Master at ‘ Y’ 

shall enter in red ink in Train Signal Register on the line immediately below 

the entries for the last train. 

Time —————— 

 
Exchanged “Testing signal” with Station Master —— station / Authorised 

official of the Signal and Telecommunication Branch at ———— Station. 

Taken off last stop signal and restored it to normal. Cancellation counter 

number recorded on the instrument is ————. 

 

 
—————————— 

Authorised official of the 

Signal and Telecommunication Branch. 

 

Note:The authorized official for the purpose of the above said rules are Sr.DSTE/ 

DSTE, ADSTE, SSE/SE/JE/Sig, Technician (Electrical Signals). 

 

5.11 Failure of block instruments:- 

 
The Block Instrument shall be considered to be interrupted and their working is 

suspended in the following circumstances. 

(i) When ‘Call Attention’ cannot be obtained direct on the Block Instrument. 

(ii) When signals on the Bell are received indistinctly or fail altogether. 

(iii) If the Last Stop Signal fails return to ‘ON’ position as a train passes it. 

(iv) If the Train arrival buzzer does not sound the alarm even after the complete 

passage of the train inside the Home signal over the ‘Last Vehicle track Circuit’ 

and Treadle (This may be due to failure of the Last Vehicle Track Circuit/ 

Treadle). 

Note:Though Home Signal may go automatically to ‘ON’ by passage of the train, home 

signal lever knob shall not be put back to Normal position unless the whole of 

the train has arrived inside the Home signal. Failure to adhere to this will result 

in a Block Failure and the Train arrival buzzer will not sound alarm under such 

circumstances. 
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(v) When there is reason to believe that there is contact between the Block wire 

and any other circuit : 

Note:(a) If a contact exists between the Block wire and any other circuit, there is a 

possibility of irregular beats on the bell. A contact between two block wires 

would cause signals given on one instrument to be repeated on the 

neighboring instrument. 

(b) The Telephone connected with the instrument for train signalling also shall 

be considered as having failed and working by means of the telephone 

would not be resumed until authorised by the SE/JE/Signals or any other 

authorised person. 

(vi) If battery counter of the block instrument is found unlocked. 

(vii) When ‘Train on Line’ buzzer fails to give the alarm for any reason at the 

receiving station, even after display of ‘Train on Line’ indication on the Block 

Instruments. 

Note:(a) If a following train in the same direction working on paper line clear ticket 

actuates the TAR buzzer/Bell, block working may be resumed. 

(b) If there is no following train but there is a train to proceed in the opposite 

direction the same will be dispatched on paper line clear ticket. The Station 

Master at other end should use S-2 switch in the case of Handle type 

instruments and cancel push button in the case of push button type 

instruments, as, in the case of a train pushing back and receive the train 

on proper signals after which block working may be resumed without 

waiting for S & T staff. 

(viii) When a Material Train etc. is required to be taken into a Block Section after 

Line Block has been imposed. 

Note: Block Working shall be suspended and the Material train etc. started with 

form T/A 602. After the Line Block has been removed the Station Masters 

themselves shall resume block working. 

(ix) When a train is required to enter a block section which is obstructed by an 

accident or for any other reason. 

Note: Block working shall be suspended and trains started with form T/A 602. On 

the removal of obstruction the Station Masters themselves shall resume block 

working 
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. 

(x) If it is known that the Instrument is defective in any way not specified 

above. 

(xi) If the Galvanometer needle deflection fails, while transmitting the bell 

signals. 

(xii) If the ‘Train on Line’ indication does not appear on the Instrument after 

the train has entered the Block Section. 

(xiii) If the Last Stop Signal can be taken off without displaying ‘Train Going 

To’ indication on the Block Instrument. 

(xiv) When the train arrives at a station without Line Clear having been given 

for it. 

Note : This occurrence must be reported as an accident. 

(xv) Whenever the Block Handle is not free to be turned from one of the 

positions even after the correct sequence of operations. 

(xvi) (a) If the Block Handle can be turned from ‘Train On Line’ to ‘Line 

Closed’ position before complete arrival of the train. 

(b) If the Block Handle can be turned to any of the three positions without 

the co operation of the station master at the other end. 

(xvii) when Line Clear cannot be cancelled even after proper sequence of 

operation. 

(xviii) Last Stop Signal automatically replaced to ‘ON’ or “Train On Line” 

indication appears prematurely before the train actuates the “First Vehicle 

Track Circuit”. 

(xix) Motor trolley, Motor lorry, Lader trolly, Trolley or Lorry is required to 

enter a Block Section. 

 

5.12 Occasions when Station Masters themselves may resume Block Instrument 

Working :- 

1. When a traffic train is ready to enter the Block Section after the removal of 

“Line Block” or expiry of “Line Block” period and when the Block Section 

is clear of material trains, motor trolley etc. 

2. When an Accident Relief Train clears a Block Section already occupied by a 

Trolley or Lorry on Form T/1518 with “Line clear Refused” endorsement. 
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3. When a train is ready to enter a Block Section once obstructed due to an 

accident but the cause of obstruction has since been removed and the Block 

Section is also clear of the obstruction. 

4. When a train is ready to enter a Block Section after the clearance of Motor 

Trolley, Motor Lorry etc., allowed to proceed on the authority of “Line Clear 

Ticket”. 

5. When SM’s key is lost and subsequently found. 

 
5.13 Occasions when Block Instrument working is to be resumed by Divisional 

Signal and Tele-communication Engineer/Assistant Signal and Tele – 

communication Engineer or by any other Signal and Telecommunication 

Department Official authorized by name. 

1. Last stop signal can be taken “OFF” when the instrument is not brought to 

“Train Going To” condition. 

2. The instrument can be brought to “Line Closed” condition before complete 

arrival of the train. 

3. “Train On Line” indication disappears before complete arrival of the train. 

4. If the Block Handle can be turned to any of the three positions without the co 

operation of the Station Master at the other end. 

 

5.14 Diagram of Push Button Tokenless Block Instrument. 

 
5.15 Description of Push Button Tokenless Block Instrument. 

 
(i) Figure No. 5.3 (iii) shows that a pair of Block Instruments are provided at 

two consecutive Block Stations, “X” and “Y” on the Single Line, to control 

trains entering the Block Section in both Up and Down directions. These 

Instruments are electrically connected with each other. The parts and functions 

of the Block Instruments are described below. 

(a) Station Master’s key. 

(b) ‘Bell Code’ Push Button. 

(c) ‘Train Going To’ Push Button. 

(d) ‘Line Closed’ Push Button. 

(e) ‘Cancel’ Push Button and its counter. 

(f) ‘Panel Lamp’ Push Button(wherever available). 

(g) ‘Train Going To’ Indicator. 
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(h) ‘Line Closed’ Indicator. 

(i) ‘SHK’ Push Button. 

(j) ‘SCK’ Push Button. 

(k) ‘Train on Line Indicator’. 

(l) ‘Train Coming from’ Indicator. 

(m) ‘Free’ Indicator. 

(n) ‘Signal Repeater Lamp’ for Last Stop Signals. 

(o) ‘SNR’ Indicator. 

(p) ‘Telephone’. 

(q) ‘Single Stroke Bell’. 

(r) ‘Alarm Bell/buzzer’. 

(s) ‘Shunt key ‘SHK’. 

(t) ‘Slip Siding key’. 

(u) ‘Catch Siding key’. 

(a) Station Master’s key : When taken out it prevents unauthorised 

operation. However, bell codes “Train Coming From” indication, “Train 

On Line” indication and “ Train Entering Block Section” audible warning 

etc., can still be received and telephone also will be working. 

(b) Bell Code or Bell Push Button : This is operated to transmit ‘Bell 

Code’ signals, stop the buzzer and it is coloured black. 

(c) “Train Going To”Push Button : This green colour Push Button is 

pressed along with the bell code button to set the Instrument to ‘Train 

Going To’ condition when dispatching a train. It is necessary to keep this 

Push Button pressed continuously till the ‘Train Going To’ condition 

appears. 

(d) ‘Line closed’ Push Button : This white colour Push Button is pressed 

along with the bell code button to set the Instrument to ‘Line Closed’ 

condition after the train has arrived at the receiving station. However, 

this Button is to be pressed in case of cancellation of Line Clear. 

(e) ‘Cancel’ Push Button and its Counter : When ‘Train Going To’ 

condition is to be reset to ‘Line Closed’ condition before the train has 

not entered the Block Section or when the train is to be pushed back to 

the sending station instead of proceeding to the next station, this Push 

Button is pressed along with bell code button. The counter registers the 

next higher number, whenever the cancellation button is pressed along 

with bell push button and it is coloured red . 
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(f) ‘Panel Lamp’Push Button : This yellow colour Push Button is provided 

to turn the panel lights ‘ON’ When this is pressed, the indicators excepting 

‘TOL’ and ‘FREE’ are lit. This has to be pressed only when the condition 

of the Instrument is to be verified. For verifying the condition of the 

Block Instrument, only the ‘Panel Lamp’ Push Button has to be pressed, 

as pressing of the Bell Code Button would unnecessarily attract the 

attention of the Station Master at the other end and coloured yellow. 

The modified instrument may not have this button as the condition of 

the Block Instrument is displayed throughout. 

(g) ‘Train Going To’ Indicator : This shows ‘Train Going To’ indication 

on a green- background illumination/green light indication. This 

indication appears when Bell Code Button or panel Lamp Push Button 

is pressed. 

(h) ‘Line Closed’ Indicator : This shows ‘Line Closed’ indication on a 

white background illumination/white light indication. This indication 

appears when Bell Code Button or Panel Lamp Push Button is pressed. 

(i) ‘SHK’ Push Button : Shunt key can be extracted only by pressing this 

button. It is in blue colour. 

(j) ‘SCK’ Push Button : Wherever Catch or Slip Siding is provided the 

Catch or Slip Siding key can be extracted only by pressing this button. It 

is in blue colour 

(k) ‘Train On Line’ Indicator : This shows ‘Train on Line’ indication on a 

red background illumination/red light and remains lit till the Block 

Instrument is brought to ‘Line Closed’ condition by the Station Master. 

(l) ‘Train Coming From’ Indicator : This shows ‘Train Coming From’ 

indication on a green background illumination. It appears when Bell Code 

Button or panel Lamp push Button is pressed. 

(m) ‘Free Indicator’ : This is a green illumination/light that appears after 

120 seconds upon cancellation of Line Clear operation when a train has 

not entered the Block Section and indicates the time release function,. 

(n) ‘Signal Repeater Lamps, for Last Stop Signal : These are provided to 

indicate the condition of the Last Stop Signal. Green or red lamps repeat 

its ‘OFF’ or ‘ON’ aspects respectively. 
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(o) ‘SNR’ Indicator : This is a white light indication to verify if all relevant 

Controls, Lever/knobs, Signals etc., of the First Stop Signal or Last Stop 

Signal are normal. 

(p) Telephone : On the left side of the Instrument a telephone is provided 

for communicating with the Station Master of the other end of the block 

section. 

(q) Single Stroke Bell : This bell operates when a bell signal is received. 

(r) Alarm Bell/Buzzer.- This alarm bell/buzzer sounds continuously when 

a train has arrived at the station and intermittently when ‘Train On Line’ 

code is received. 

(s) Shunt key : 

(1) This is given as shunting authority to Loco Pilot of a shunting 

train when shunting is to be carried out beyond the Last Stop Signal 

and up to the opposing First Stop signal. 

(2) This key can be removed when the instrument is in ‘Line closed’ 

position or “Train Going To”with Train On Line position and it 

can not be removed when the instrument is in ‘Train Coming From’ 

or ‘Train Coming From’ with Train On line position. 

(3) It shall be removed and kept under personal custody whenever the 

Block Instrument is suspended. 

(4) When extracted it prevents any operation on the Block Instrument, 

but does not prevent appearance of Train On Line and transmission 

of bell code signals. 

(5) When this key is taken out shall be kept under safe custody of 

Station Master. The Station Master at the other end shall also be 

advised. It shall be properly secured in a pouch if provided and 

handed over to the Loco Pilot during shunting. 

(6) For restoring the shunt key to the Electrical Key Transmitter it 

shall be inserted and turned clock wise to the maximum extent 

possible. 

 
(t) Slip Siding key : Wherever the Slip Siding key is provided at 

stations equipped with these Block Instruments a Electrical 

key Transmitter with a key is provided by the side  of  the 

Block Instrument. The key in the Electrical Key Transmitter 

can be released only when the Station Master ’s key of the 
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Block Instrument is turned and the Block Instrument is set to the ‘Train 

Going To’/ ‘Train Coming From’ position. The extraction of the key, 

locks the Block Instrument which can be brought to the ‘Line Closed’ 

position only when the key is restored to the Electrical key Transmitter. 

 
(u) Catch Siding key: - Wherever the Catch Siding key provided at Stations 

equipped with these Block Instruments an Electrical key Transmitter 

with a key is provided by the side of the Block Instrument. The key in 

the Electrical key transmitter can be released only when the Station 

Master’s key of the Block Instrument is turned and is set to the ‘Train 

Coming From’ position. The extraction of the key locks the Block 

Instrument and can be brought to the ‘Line Closed’ position only when 

the key is restored to the Electrical key Transmitter. 

 

(ii) Indoor Apparatus : 

Electric Lock on Last Stop Signal : An electric lock is provided on the last 

Stop Signal lever which is released only when the ‘Train Going To’ indication 

is displayed on Block Instrument of the Block Section. 

 

(iii) Outdoor Apparatus : 

The Outdoor apparatus are installed as under - 

 
(1) First Vehicle Track circuit:- This is fixed slightly in advance of the 

Last Stop Signal. As soon as the engine or first vehicle of a train going 

From ‘X’ to ‘Y’ passes over this Track Circuit, the Last Stop Signal 

assumes its ‘ON’ position, the Train On Line’ indication appears 

automatically on both the Block Instruments at stations ‘X’ and ‘Y’. In 

addition an intermittent audible warning sounds at “X”, “Y” stations. 

(2) Electrical Signal Reverser:- This equipment is provided where 

Semaphore Signalling is adopted and is actuated by the First Vehicle 

Track circuit and it replaces the Last Stop Signal at ‘X’ to ‘ON’ 

immediately the engine or the first vehicle of the Train Going To‘Y’ 

passes over the Track Circuit. 

(3) Last vehicle Track Circuit:- This is  placed  in  advance  of 

the Home signal. When the last vehicle of the train passes over  

this Track circuit, the buzzer will give alarm at ‘Y’ and 
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continue to do so until ‘Y’ replaces the Station Master’s Control slide/ 

knob for the Home Signal (or the Home Signal lever itself where Block 

cabins are provided) to normal. 

5.16 Testing before taking over charge 

The station master shall arrange to take “OFF” the Last Stop Signal without 

setting the instrument to “Train Going To’ condition. If this is possible block 

working shall be suspended. He shall make an entry in the Train Signal Register 

for having tested the instrument. 

5.17 Precautions before asking ‘Is Line Clear’ :- 

(i) Before Station Master ‘X’ sets the “Train Going To” indication on the Block 

Instrument, he shall examine his Train Signal Register, in order to ascertain:- 

(a) That the ‘Train Out of Block Section’ or ‘Obstruction Removed’ signal 

has been received and entered in his Train Signal Register for the previous 

train that has passed over the ‘X’ – ‘Y’ Block Section and also that the 

Block Section is clear. 

(b) Line clear shall not be given or obtained by any other means for any other 

train. 

(ii) Shunt key and Slip/Catch siding keys are intact in the Electrical Key 

Transmitter. 

(iii) The instrument shall be in the Line Closed condition. 

(iv) SNR indication shall be available. 

(v) The Last Stop Signal indication shall show red. 

(vi) Private Number has been obtained for the train 

5.18 Precaution before giving ‘Line Clear’:- 

(i) Entries for the previous train in the Train Signal Register are complete and 

the Block Section is clear and free from obstruction. 

(ii) Line Clear shall not be given or obtained by any other means for any other 

train. 

(iii) Shunt key and Slip/Catch siding keys are intact in the Electrical Key 

Transmitter. 

(iv) The instrument shall be in the Line Closed condition. 

(v) SNR indication shall be available. 

(vi) Private Number should have been given for the train 
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5.19 ‘Train Entering Block Section’ Signal. 

 
(a) On the departure of a train from a Block Station the “Train Entering Block 

Section” signal shall be sent to the block station in advance, and be duly 

acknowledged. 

(b) When so acknowledged the Block Section shall be deemed to be blocked 

against any other train. 

(c) ‘Train Entering Block Section’ signal shall also be given in addition to the 

automatic ‘Train On Line’ indication appearing on the Block Instrument along 

with the audible warning bell. 

Note: Immediately the train passes the Last Stop Signal at ‘X’ and enters the ‘X- 

Y’block section, the First Vehicle Track Circuit is operated. This brings about 

the ‘Train on Line’indication at both the stations and buzzer sound at receiving 

station. It shall be stopped by pressing bell code button. 

 

5.20 Condition for closing the Block Section GR 14.10. 

 
When the Block Section has been cleared by the arrival of the train or by the 

removal of the cause of blocking, the Block Section shall be closed by the block 

station in advance by giving the prescribed bell code signal. 

(i) Before such signal is given, the Station Master shall satisfy himself that:- 

(a) The train has arrived complete, or the cause of the blocking the section 

has been removed 

(b) The condition under which Line Clear can be given are complied with. 

(c) All the reception signal has been put back to ‘ON’. 

(ii) On complete arrival of the train inside the Last Vehicle Track Circuit at Y, the 

train arrival buzzer will sound. To stop the buzzer sound restore the lever/ 

knob /slide control of home signal to normal position. 
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5.21 (a) Signalling a train from one block station to another block station 

 

Sending Station ‘X’ Receiving Station ‘Y’ 

1. The Station Master shall press the 

panel lamp push button wherever 

provided to check the condition 

of the Block Section. 

 

2. Block Instrument is in ‘Line 

Closed’ condition. 

3. Block Instrument in ‘Line Closed’ 

condition. 

4. Insert the Station Master’s key 

and turn. Give “Call Attention” 

signal. 

5. Acknowledge the ‘Call Attention’ 

signal. 

6. Give the train details 7. Repeat the train details and give Private 

Number. 

8. Repeat the Private Number  

9. Give two bell beats and press the 

‘Train Going To’ button along 

with the ‘Bell Push Button’. 

10. Block Instrument set to ‘Train Coming 

From’ position. 

11. Block Instrument displays ‘ Train 

Going To’ indication. Release 

button. 

12. After ensuring the TCF position 

acknowledge it by two bell beats. 

13. (a) Take off the Last Stop Signal. 

(b) Train enters Block Section. 

(c) Last Stop Signal is replaced to 

‘ON’ automatically. 

(d) ‘Train on Line’ indication 

appears automatically. 

(e) Restore the Last Stop Signal 

lever/knob/slide to normal. 

14. (a) ‘Train on Line’ indication appears 

automatically and audible warning 

sounds. 

(b) Press the button till the audible 

warning sound stops. 

15 Give ‘Call Attention’ signal 16. Acknowledge the ‘Call Attention’ 

signal 

17. Give ‘Train Entering Block 

Section’ signal by three bell beats. 

18. Acknowledge ‘Train Entering Block 

Section’ signal by three bell beats. 
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19. (a) Take ‘OFF’ the reception signals. 

(b) When the train passes the Home 

signal, the Home Signal replaced to 

‘ON’ position. 

(c) As the Last Vehicle passes Last 

Vehicle Track Circuit, The audible 

warning sounds. 

(d) Restore the Home signal lever/knob/ 

slide to normal. 

(e) Audible warning Stops. 

Note : Though Home signal may go 

automatically to ‘ON’ by passage of the 

train. Home Signal lever/ knob must not be 

put back to normal unless the whole of the 

train has arrived inside the last vehicle track 

circuit. This will result in a Block Failure 

and the train arrival Buzzer will not sound 

under such circumstances. 

 20. After ensuring that the train has arrived 

complete that all signals and signal 

levers are put back to normal, operate 

the ‘Line Closed’ button along with the 

‘Bell Push Button’ and keep them 

pressed. 

21. Block Instrument set to ‘Line 

Closed’ condition. 

22. Block Instrument set to ‘Line Closed’ 

condition, Release buttons. 

 
Note: The Procedure for sending a train from Station ‘Y’ to ‘X’will be similar to the 

above. 
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(b) To cancel the ‘Train Going To’ condition before a Train enters the Block 

Section. 

Sending Station ‘X’ Receiving Station ‘Y’ 

1. Block Instrument set to ‘Train 

Going To’ indication and all 

relevant signals and signal levers/ 

knobs are normal. 

2. Block Instrument set to ‘Train Coming 

From’ indication and all relevant 

signals and signal levers/ knobs are 

normal. 

3. (a) Insert Station Master’s key 

and turn. 

(b) Operate the ‘Cancellation 

button along with the ‘Bell Push’ 

button. 

(c) Counter registers next higher 

number. 

 

4. Give ‘Call Attention’ signal and 

attend telephone. 

5. (a) Insert Station Master’s key and turn. 

(b) Acknowledge ‘Call Attention’ 

Signal and attend telephone. 

6. Give description of train and 

advise intention to cancel ‘Train 

Going To’ condition on telephone. 

7. Acknowledge the description of train 

and intention to cancel ‘Train Going 

To’ condition. 

8. Time release ‘Free’ indication 

appears after the ‘Cancellation’ 

button/switch is operated. 

 

9. Give ‘Call Attention’ signal 10. Acknowledge ‘Call Attention’ signal 

11. Send ‘Cancellation’ bell code 12. Acknowledge ‘Cancellation’ bell code 

and keep ‘Line Closed’ button along 

with the ‘Bell Push’ button pressed on 

the last beat.. 

13. Press the ‘Bell Push’ buttons and 

‘Line Closed’ button on receipt 

of the last beat of the cancellation 

bell code. 

14. Block Instruments set to ‘Line Closed’ 

condition, Release buttons. 

15. Block Instruments set to ‘Line 

Closed’condition. Release buttons. 

16. Lock the instrument keep the key in the 

personal custody of SM on duty. 
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(c ) To Set the Block Instruments to ‘Line Closed’ condition when a train pushes 

back to the Despatching station. 

 

Sending Station ‘X’ Receiving Station ‘Y’ 

1. Block Instrument displays ‘Train 

Going To’ and “Train on Line’ 

indication. 

2. Block Instrument displays ‘Train 

Coming From’ and Train on Line’ 

indication and audible warning sounds 

intermittently. 

4. (a) Insert Station Master’s key 

and turn. 

(b) Acknowledge ‘Call Attention’ 

Signal and attend telephone. 

3. (a) Insert Station Master’s key 

and turn. 

(b) Acknowledge audible warning 

by pressing the ‘Bell Push’ button. 

(c) Audible warning stops. 

(d) Give ‘Call Attention’ and 

attend telephone. 

5. Give description of Train and 

advise intention to push back the 

same. 

6. (a) Acknowledge the description of the 

train and intention to push back the 

same. 

(b) Restore reception signal levers/ 

slide/knob to normal, if the signals have 

been taken ‘OFF’. 

7. (a) Take ‘OFF’ the reception 

signals. 

(b) Train passes over FVT and 

Home Signal returns to ‘ON’. 

(c) As the Last Vehicle passes 

Last Vehicle Track Circuit the 

audible warning sounds. 

(d) Restore reception signal 

levers/slide/knob to normal. 

(e) Audible Warning stops. 

 

8. (a) Operate the ‘Cancellation’ 

button along with the ‘Bell Push’ 

button. 

(b) Counter registers next higher 

number. 
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9. After ensuring that the train has 

arrived complete and all signals 

are at ‘ON’. Give ‘Call Attention’ 

Signal 

10. Acknowledge the ‘Call Attention’ 

signal. 

11. Send ‘Cancellation’ code by 

operating bell push button. 

12. Acknowledge ‘Cancellation’ code by 

operating bell push button and keep 

Line Closed button also pressed on the 

last beat. 

13. Press bell push button and line 

closed button on receipt of the 

last beat of the cancellation code. 

14. Block Instrument set to ‘Line Closed’ 

condition. Release buttons. 

15. Block Instrument set to ‘Line 

Closed’ condition. Release 

buttons. 
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(d). To Shunt between the Last Stop Signal and Opposing first stop signal. 

Shunt key together with T/806 is the authority to shunt from LSS up to the opposing 

first stop signal. 
 

Sending Station ‘X’ Receiving Station ‘Y’ 

1. Block instrument in ‘Line Closed’ 

‘Train Going To’ with ‘Train On 

Line’ Condition. 

2. Block instrument is in ‘Train Coming 

From’ with ‘Train On Line’ condition. 

3. (a) Insert Station Master’s Key 

and turn. 

(b) Give ‘Call Attention’ signal 

4. (a)Insert Station Master’s Key and turn. 

(b) Acknowledge call attention signal 

and attend telephone. 

5. Inform intention to shunt up to 

first stop signal. 

6. a) Give consent and communicate a 

Private Number. 

b) Take out the SM’s key 

7. (a) Take out the Shunt key 

(b) Hand over the Shunt key to 

the Loco Pilot. 

(c) Take out the SM’s key 

 

8. (a) After completion of shunting, 

Loco Pilot returns the shunt key to 

the Station Master. 

(b) Insert SM’s key and restore 

shunt key in the instrument. 

 

9. Give call attention and Inform 

completion of shunting. 

10. Insert SM’s Key and Acknowledge 

completion of shunting on telephone. 

Take out SM’s key. 

 11. Take out the SM’s key 

 

Note : (1) If Station ‘Y’fails to establish ‘ Train Going To’condition Station ‘Y’ should 

verify the position of Shunt key from Station ‘X’who should advise Station 

‘Y’ as soon as shunting is completed. 

(2) Shunt key can be extracted when the instrument in TGT/TOL condition. 
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(e) Operation of Slip and Catch sidings while sending a Train from station ‘X’ 

to Station ‘Y’. 

Station ‘X’ is assumed to be provided with a slip siding protected by Last Stop 

Signal and station ‘Y’ with a catch siding protected by First Stop Signal. 
 

Sending Station ‘X’ Receiving Station ‘Y’ 

1. Block Instrument displays ‘Train 

Going To’ indication. 

2. Block Instrument displays ‘Train 

Coming From’ indication. 

3. Insert Station Master’s key and 

turn. 
 

4. (a) Take out the Slip Siding key 

by pressing the ‘SCK’ push 

button. 

Note: Wherever RRI has been 

introduced the operations of all 

the Points including the slip siding 

are controlled by RRI signalling 

ciruits. 

(b) Transmit the Slip Siding key to 

the siding point either electrically 

or manually. 

(c) Slip Siding point is set. 

 

5 (a) Take off the Last Stop Signal. 

(b) Train enters Block Section. 

(c) Last Stop Signal returns to 

‘ON’ automatically. 

(d) ‘Train On Line’ indication 

appears automatically. 

(e) Restore the Last Stop signal 

lever/knob / slide to normal. 

 

 6. (a)‘Train On Line’ indication appears 

automatically and audible warning 

sounds intermittently.. 

(b) Insert Station Master’s key and turn. 

(c) Press ‘Bell Push’ button till the 

audible warning stops. 

7. Give ‘Call Attention’ signal through 

‘Bell Push’ button and attend 
telephone. 
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8 Acknowledge call attention and 

attend telephone 

 

9. ( a) Give train entering block 

section bell code. 

( b). Set the slip siding to normal. 

( c). Transmit the slip siding key 

back to SM either electrically 

or manually. 

(d). Restore slip siding to the 

instrument. 

 

 10. (a) Take out the catch siding key 

(b) Transmit the catch siding key to 

catch siding point either electrically or 

manually. 

(c) Train comes to a stop at first stop 

signal. 

(d) Catch siding point is set. 

(e) Take ‘OFF’ reception signal. 

(f) Train passes over FVT circuit. 

(g) First Stop signal return to ‘ON’. 

(h) As the last vehicle passes the LVT 

circuit the audible warning sounds 

continuouosly. 

(i) Restore the home signal lever/knob 

to normal . 

(j) Audible warning stops. 

(k) Set the catch siding to normal. 

(l) Transmitt catch siding key to SM 

either manually or electrically. 

(m) Restore the catch siding key to the 

instrument. After ensuring that the train 

has arrived complete and all signals are 

at ‘ON’ operate Line Closed button 

along with the bell push button. 

11. Block Instrument set to ‘Line 

Closed condition. 

12. Block Instrument set to “Line Closed 

Condition” Release buttons. 
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(f) Procedure for testing the Block Instrument 
 

Authorised S & T department 
official at ‘X’ 

Station Master‘Y’ 

1. Insert Station Master Key and 

give testing signal ( 16 bell beats) 

2. Insert Station Master Key and give 

testing signal ( 16 bell beats) 

3. Give two bell beats and press the 

‘Train Going To’ button along 

with the ‘Bell Push Button’ 

4. Block Instrument set to ‘Train Coming 

From’ position. 

5. (a) Block Instrument set to ‘Train 

Going to’ position. 

(b) Take ‘off’ the last stop signal 

for testing. 

(c). Restore the Last stop signal 

lever/knob to normal. 

(d). Operate cancellation button 

along with bell push button. 

(e) counter register next higher 

number. 

(f) Time release free indication 

appears 120 Second after the 

cancellation button operated. 

 

6. Give ‘Call Attention’ signal 7. Acknowledge the ‘Call Attention’ 

signal 

8. Send Cancellation bell code by 

operating bell push button. 

9. Acknowledge the Cancellation bell 

code by operating bell push button, keep 

line closed button also pressed on the 

last beat. 

10. Press bell push button and Line 

Closed button on receipt of the 

last beat of the Cancellation code. 

11. Block instrument is set to Line Closed 

condition. Release buttons 

12. Block instrument is set to Line 

Closed condition. Release buttons 
 

13. Test the possibility of incorrect 

operation by trying to take ‘off’ 

Last Stop Signal without setting 

the instrument to “Train Going 

To” condition and satisfy that the 

Last Stop Signal can not be taken 

‘off’. 
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1. The operation shall be repeated in the reverse direction, the Station Master at 

‘Y’ commencing with the testing signal and the S&T department official 

acknowledging and then the instrument shall be locked at both ends. 

2. The authorized S&T department official at ‘X’ and the Station Master at ‘Y’ 

shall enter in red ink in Train Signal Register on the line immediately below 

the entries for the last train. 

Time —————— 

 
Exchanged “Testing signal” with Station Master —— station / Authorised 

official of the Signal and Telecommunication Branch at ———— Station. 

Taken off Last Stop Signal and restored it to normal. Cancellation counter 

number recorded on the instrument is ————. 

————————— 

Authorised official of the 

Signal and Telecommunication Branch / Station Master 

 
Note: The authorized official for the purpose of the above said rules are Sr.DSTE/ 

DSTE, ADSTE, SSE/SE/JE/S, Techinician (Electrical Signals). 

 

5.22 CHOUGLE siding: 

As a special case CHOUGLE siding exists between KALEM-SANVORDEM 

(KM-SVM) section on Hubli Division. The shunt key which is the authority to 

enter the siding, can be extracted only in “Line Closed” condition from Token 

less block instrument at Kalem Station and shall be handed over to the Loco 

Pilot of Goods Train / light engine for working into or out of siding. 

Necessary detailed outlying siding working instructions shall be incorporated in 

KALEM station working rules. 

 

5.23 Failure of Block instruments:- 
 

The Block Instrument shall be considered to be interrupted and their working 

suspended in the following circumstances. 
 

(i) When Call Attention cannot be obtained direct on the Block Instrument. 
 

(ii) When signals on the Bell are received indistinctly or fail altogether. 
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(iii) If the Last Stop Signal fails return to ‘ON’ position as a train passes it. 
 

(iv) If the Train arrival buzzer does not sound the alarm even after the complete 

passage of the train inside the Home signal over the Last Vehicle track Circuit 

and Treadle (This may be due to failure of the Last Vehicle Track 

Circuit/Treadle). 

Note : Though Home Signal may go automatically to ‘ON’ by passage of 

the train, home signal lever /knob shall not be put back to Normal’ position 

unless the whole of the train has arrived inside the Home signal. Failure 

to adhere to this will result in a Block Failure and the Train arrival buzzer 

will not sound alarm under such circumstances. 

(v) When there is reason to believe that there is contact between the Block wire and 

any other circuit : 

(vi) If the Instrument or its battery counter is found unlocked or seal missing. 

(vii) When ‘Train on Line’ buzzer fails to give the alarm for any reason at the 

receiving station, even after display of ‘Train on Line’ indication on the Block 

Instruments. 

(viii) When a Material Train etc. is required to be taken into a Block Section after Line 

Block has been imposed. 

(ix) When a train is required to enter a Block Section which is obstructed by an 

accident or any other reason. 

(x) If the ‘Train Going To’ indication is not displayed on the instrument when 

operated or ‘Train On Line’ indication is not displayed on the Instrument after 

the train has entered the Block Section. 

(xi) If the Last Stop signal lever cannot be reversed when the instrument displays ‘Train 

Going To’ indication. 

(xii) If the Last Stop Signal can be taken off without displaying ‘Train Going To’ 

indication on the Block Instrument. 

(xiii) ‘The test mentioned in item (xii) shall be made when Station Master takes 

charge of the Block Instrument and entry is made in the train Signal 

Register’. 

(xiv) After a train has entered the Block Section when the Block Instrument is not 

displaying ‘Train On Line’ indication on arrival of the train the Block 

Instrument will be suspended. 
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Note : In this case irregularities shall be reported as an accident. 

(xv) If the instrument can be set to ‘Line Closed’ condition before complete arrival 

of the train. 

(xvi) If the ‘Train Going To’ indication cannot be cancelled even after proper 

sequence of operation. 

(xvii) when Line Clear cannot be cancelled even after proper sequence of operation. 

(xviii) Last Stop Signal automatically replaced to ‘ON’ or “Train On Line” indication 

appears prematurely before the train actuates the “First Vehicle Track Circuit”. 

(xix) Motor trolley, Motor lorry, Ladder trolly, Trolley or Lorry is required to enter a 

Block Section 

5.24 Occasions when Station Masters themselves may resume Block Instrument 

Working:- 

1. When a traffic train is ready to enter the Block Section after the removal of “Line 

Block” or expiry of “Line Block” period and when the Block Section is clear of 

material trains, motor trolley etc. 

2. When an Accident Relief Train clears a Block Section already occupied by a 

Trolley or Lorry on Form T/1518 with “Line Clear Refused” endorsement. 

3. When a train is ready to enter a Block Section once obstructed due to an accident 

but the cause of obstruction has since been removed and the Block Section is 

also clear of the obstruction. 

4. When a train is ready to enter a Block Section after the clearance of Motor 

Trolley, Motor Lorry etc., allowed to proceed on the authority of “Line Clear 

Ticket”. 

5. When SM’s key is lost and subsequently found. 

5.25 Occasions when Block Instrument working is to be resumed by Divisional Signal 

and Tele-communication Engineer/Assistant Signal and Tele – communication 

Engineer or by any other Signal and Telecommunication Department Official 

authorized by name. 

1. Last stop signal can be taken “OFF” when the instrument is not set to “Train 

Going To” condition. 

2. The instrument can be set to “Line Closed” condition before complete arrival of 

the train. 

3. “Train On Line” indication disappears before complete arrival of the train. 

***** 
 


